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Heidi Costello

From: Meyer, Timothy <Tim.Meyer@kingcounty.gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 2, 2024 3:43 PM
To: Tim Meyer
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Shoreline / Precinct 5 Week In Review (May 2nd, 2024)

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Shoreline. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Chief's Message 

There were many people honored for amazing work 
accomplished at the KCSO Annual Awards. However, it 
was an absolute pleasure his week to see Ofr. Clayton 
Stultz awarded his Sheriff Star! We are so pleased to 
have Clayton back and healthy as ever! 

At the KCSO quarterly draft, Cpt. Meyer and I were 
informed we are now down to 64 vacancies for 
commissioned personnel across KCSO. This does 
include everyone currently in training phase 1-4. I 
cannot thank our training officers enough for their 
continued work and dedication to leading our training 
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folks to success. Your hard work is shaping our future partners. 

I would like to proudly announce that Det. Joe Monserud will no longer be in “TDA” 
status for Shoreline CIU. With the pending promotions of his partners we have 
officially lifted the “TDA” status to make him whole on the team. Congratulations, 
Joe! 

Along with the promotional round effective June 8th for Sgt. Knight, Andrews and 
Blanchette, Shoreline will have some additional TDA movement. Det. Sgt. Rick 
Connelly has decided after 27 years with KCSO and the last 8+ dedicated to 
leading our CIU that he will be assisting Sound Transit in expanding and building 
the TRO Unit. Det. Sgt. Connelly has always been willing to step up with his wealth 
of knowledge, experience, and leadership when needed for the greater good of this 
department, and this is yet another example that ST is extremely grateful for. Det. 
Sgt. Scott Fitchett will be stepping into the very large shoes of Det. Sgt. Connelly 
TDA for CIU. He will be retaining the administrative duties currently assigned as 
well… a large ask in absence of our second Captain vacancy. We anticipate filling 
that second Captain’s position once the promotional list is posted… likely early July. 

This is an exciting time of transition and we appreciate the flexibility of everyone 
involved. Thank you all for your dedicated service. 

- Chief Park

Two Friendly Faces 

It was a very welcome surprise to have K9 Deputy Jurado and Rain, his new 
Malinois partner, visit the precinct this morning. Rain was one of three K9 partners 
selected last week in Indiana. Formal KCSO explosive detection training begins 
next week. Rain was named after FEMA's acronym for explosive response: 
Recognize, Avoid, Isolate and Notify. 

With Sound Transit's two Shoreline stations opening in just 4-months, we're hopeful 
K9 Deputies Jurado and Fenton will (again) make Shoreline their second home. 

- Captain Tim Meyer 
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Axon Rollout Shared on Facebook 
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With some in our community maybe unaware of our 
rollout of body-worn cameras, Chief Park, with 
assistance from Deputy Finan, shared this quick video 
(see below) on Wednesday's Facebook page. As 

always, our social media work is only possible thanks to CSO Corona's efforts. 

Thank you all for your professionalism and patience with this project. No new 
technology is trouble-free, but Axon cameras has been among our most successful 
initiatives thanks to Patrol, ATU and many other stakeholders.  

 - CSO Corona, Captain Tim Meyer
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